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ABSTRACT. Graphene, the atomically-thin honeycomb carbon lattice, is a highly conducting 
2D material whose exposed electronic structure offers an ideal platform for chemical and 
biological sensing. Its biocompatible, flexible and chemically inert nature associated with the 
lack of dangling bonds, offers novel perspectives for direct interfacing with biological molecules. 
Combined with its exceptional electronic and optical properties, this promotes graphene as a 
unique platform for bioelectronics. Among the successful bio-integrations of graphene, the 
detection of action potentials in numerous electrogenic cells including neurons has paved the 
road for the high spatio-temporal and wide-field mapping of neuronal activity. Ultimate 
resolution of sensing ion channel activity can be achieved with neural interfaces, and it was 
shown that macroscale electrodes can record extracellular current of individual ion channels in 
model systems, by charging the quantum capacitance of large graphene monolayer (mm²). Here, 
we show the field effect detection of ion channel activity within neuron networks, cultured 
during several weeks above graphene transistor arrays. Dependences upon drugs, reference 
potential gating and device geometry confirm the field effect detection of individual ion channel 
and suggest a significant contribution of grain boundaries, which provide highly sensitive 
nanoscale-sized sensing sites. Our theoretical analysis and simulations demonstrate that the ion 
gating of a single grain boundary in liquid affects the electronic transmission of the whole 
transistor channel, resulting in significant conductance variations. Monitoring the ion channels 
activity is of great interest as most of neurodegenerative diseases relied on channelopathies, 
which rely on ion channel abnormal activity. Thus, such highly sensitive and biocompatible 
neuro-electronics which open the way to  FET detection at the sub-cell precision should be 
useful for a wide range of fundamental and applied research areas, including brain-on-chip, 
pharmacology, and in-vivo monitoring or diagnosis. 
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INTRODUCTION. The long lasting interfacing of neurons with electronic devices is of 
primary interest for a variety of applications in fundamental neuroscience and biomedical 
engineering. In particular, the implementation of recording devices to probe the activity of neural 
circuits at the sub-cellular scale is a critical step towards the understanding of microscopic 
mechanisms that support information processing. Because ion channels are involved in many 
neuronal processes or diseases, such as plasticity1 and channelopathies,2,3 there is an increasing 
interest in new technologies able to sense nanoscale events with highly scalable integrated 
devices on-chip.  
Graphene is a promising material for biosciences4, including interfacing solid-state devices 
with living cells.5,6,9,19-21 Using it as the bioelectronics sensing interface can lead to critical 
improvement on mature solid state technologies, which involve, for example, silicon, transparent 
ITO or metallic materials. Specifically, the high mobility of charge carriers and the relative 
chemical inertness to ionic fluids, together with the existence of a 2D electron gas directly 
exposed on the graphene surface7 provide unique features when gathered in a single electrode 
material, which should significantly enhance the detection of extracellular signal when 
interfacing electrogenic cells on-chip.  
Conventional semiconductors such as silicon nanowires require thick insulating layers to reach 
the best operating regime and to protect the sensors. On the contrary, because graphene is 
chemically inert, the additional insulating top layer is no more required and a high mobility 
regime can be accessed in graphene with ultrathin electric double-layers (EDLs), which widely 
exceeds the threshold performance of conventional semiconductor transistors while keeping 
similarly high integration and high frequency operation.8  
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Regarding its optical high transparency (97% in the whole visible range) and the ability to 
transfer macroscale single layer graphene onto a wide range of substrates, including transparent 
materials, graphene appears as a relevant alternative to the ITO technology for combining optical 
and electrical addressing for both detection and stimulation.9 
Moreover, the graphene bendability enables the fabrication of flexible and soft interfaces10 to 
well match the mechanical compliance of cells, which is a key feature to enhance the 
bioacceptance and time reliability of brain interfaces.11 In addition, graphene itself was shown to 
favor the healing process by promoting the adhesion and regrowth of damaged neurons.12 This 
could limit the proliferation of glial cells around the devices and increase the coupling with the 
targeted neurons for high quality electrophysiological recordings,13 thus offering promising 
perspectives for both brain-on-chip investigations and in-vivo monitoring, although 
immunogenicity and toxicity of graphene sheet should be investigated for clinical applications.14 
Graphene scaffolds, transistors and electrodes were successfully used for neural tissue 
engineering,15,16 regenerative medicine17,18 and to record neural activity, such as local field 
potentials in-vivo and in slice19-20, isolated spikes in cultured neuron networks,10,21 and individual 
ion channels in artificial model systems in-vitro.22 These results have paved the road for 
monitoring the electrical activity of neuron networks, thus achieving the ultimate detection of ion 
channels activity, which sustains all information processes. 
Here, we have fabricated graphene field effect transistor (G-FET) arrays of different size, 
starting from microscale graphene channels to compare with previously reported data22, and then 
reducing the channel size to reach higher transconductance and transistor sensitivity values. We 
cultured primary hippocampal neurons above the sensor arrays until their complete electrical 
maturation (19-21 Days In-Vitro DIV), and recorded the evolution of sensors upon drugs, device 
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size and potential gating. Numerical simulations further quantify the impact of grain boundaries, 
which naturally form in our CVD grown graphene, on the field effect detection of ion channels, 
and confirm their role in the measured transistor characteristics. Our findings suggest a wide 
range of subsequent studies for further developing sensing technologies based on graphene 
bioelectronics. 
 
RESULTS. 
 G-FETs characterizations. Arrays of graphene transistors with channel width and length of 
W×L = 1000×250 µm², 40×250 µm², 40×50 µm² and 20×10 µm² (figure 1.a) have been 
fabricated using high-quality CVD grown monolayer graphene (see Suppl. materials and 
methods) transferred onto several substrates (sapphire, glass coverslips and silicon on insulator 
SOI). Some transferred graphene pads were directly contacted by Ti/Au leads by standard 
photolithography. On the other samples, the graphene sheet was first patterned into smaller 
channels using photoresist masks and oxygen plasma etching. Source-drain contacts were 
defined by a second optical lithography step followed by metallization and resist lift-off. Finally, 
a SU8 resist pattern was used to electrically insulate the metallic contacts from the ionic solution. 
The isolating resist layer covered the metallic leads only, thus leaving almost the entire sample 
surface exposed to the neural cell media (figure 1b).  
The atomic force micrographs show the absence of surface contamination and the overall 
quality of the graphene sheet after the device fabrication (figure 1c), which is further confirmed 
with Raman spectrometry analysis (figure 1d). The intensity ratio between the G and 2D bands 
(resp. 1583 cm-1 and 2676 cm-1) IG/I2D = 0.3 and the width of the 2D-band peak (30 cm-1) well 
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match the values reported for monolayer graphene.23 Moreover, the very low intensity of the D-
band peak (1300-1383 cm-1) indicates the low amount of lattice defects.  
Two-point measurements on graphene stripes with length from 50 µm up to 2200 µm show a 
linear dependence of the device resistance with the probed channel length (figure 1e). The low 
value of the measured square resistance is geometry-independent and remains close to R
☐
=600 
Ω/square, which demonstrates the overall homogeneity of the graphene material at the 
mesoscale. The electronic mobility obtained from back gated field effect measurements is 
estimated to be about 6000 cm2.V-1.s-1 (figure 1f), which is in the higher range for CVD 
graphene FETs obtained with the same fabrication process.24  
The liquid-gated G-FET sensitivity is extracted from the transfer curve characterized without 
cell by applying a DC voltage VLG in the cell culture medium with a quasi-reference Pt electrode 
while monitoring the drain-source current IDS at fixed bias voltage VDS with a shielded multi-
probe station. Input bias voltages VDS, VLG were low-pass filtered to reduce electronic noise 
coming from the electrical setup as illustrated within the figure 2a (but without neuron). Figure 
2b shows the conductance for different G-FET sizes. The
 
dependence on VLG shows a symmetric 
ambipolar field effect behavior with a charge neutrality point around VD = 0.45V. The drain-
source-bias-normalized transconductance    	
  1 	⁄⁄  strongly increases when 
reducing the channel length, since it is inversely proportional to the L/W ratio. The highest value 
(4 mS/V) is obtained for the smallest devices (20×10 µm²), and is comparable with the state of 
the art.5,10,21 
Interfacing matured neurons on-chip. Primary hippocampal neurons were cultured for 
periods of 19-21 days on the G-FET arrays, previously coated with poly-L-lysine to enhance the 
cell adhesion and outgrowth (see Suppl. materials and methods). Scanning electron micrographs 
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provide a close view of the dense and intricate neurite network formed above the graphene 
transistor channel after 3 weeks (figure 2c). Cultures of pure neurons (without glial cells) are 
obtained by adding AraC (1 µM) to the serum-free culture medium, which stops the growth and 
proliferation of glial cells that could remain after tissue dissociation and cell seeding. This is 
crucial to prevent the formation of an interlayer of astrocytes that could be intercalated between 
the sensors and the neurons as it would shield the electric activity to be sensed by the G-FETs. 
However, glial cells are important for the electrical maturation of neurons. Thus, neurons are still 
maintained in glial-conditioned medium to promote their growth and connectivity. Typically, 
neurons were seeded at a density of 0.5·105 cells/cm². Higher densities were also used for tests 
on the smallest FETs (20×10 µm²). As shown with the post-mortem immuno-fluorescent 
labeling (figures 2d-e), neurons exhibit a pyramidal shape, many neurites and synapses, as 
expected for matured hippocampal neurons.25  
Cell attached voltage-clamp technique was used to assess the spontaneous electrical activity at 
the soma of cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV 21 (figure 2f). The shape, amplitude and 
duration of the detected current peaks can be clearly attributed to inward currents through the 
cell (typ. Na+ or Ca2+). Additionally, calcium imaging was performed to assess the ionic 
activities along neurites. Figure 2g shows the typical recordings of calcium fluxes. The signal 
propagates from the dendrite to the soma and exhibits the expected shape and duration. Thus, 
both patch-clamp and calcium imaging confirm the cells maturation and operating electrical 
signaling pathways. 
Electrophysiological recording with G-FETs. Figure 2a illustrates the typical representation 
of the neuron gated G-FET. Ionic currents through the cell membrane can be modeled with a 
parallel membrane capacitance and resistance CM , RM and the conductance γi of the voltage 
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gated ion channels modulated by the membrane potential VM. The opening and closing of 
membrane channels generate ion currents, which charge the capacitance of graphene and 
modulate the charge carrier density that is detected by monitoring the drain-source current within 
the graphene channel.   
During the culture, the drain-source current at fixed bias voltage is monitored within the 
shielded probe station in controlled atmosphere (5% of CO2). The input bias voltages VDS, VLG 
set the G-FETs at maximum transconductance in the hole conduction regime, according to the 
previous electrical characterizations without cell performed just before the culture. We assess the 
presence of healthy neurons above the G-FETs with reflective microscope for the opaque silica 
substrates before the recordings. On the transparent sapphire or glass samples, neurons are 
observed with conventional transmission microscope.  
During the time recordings of neurons-functionalized G-FETs (typically after 19-21 days in 
culture), the drain-source current of the graphene stripe (which acts as a FET channel) is 
measured at fixed VDS and fixed VLG and expressed in conductance (figure 3). It shows step-like 
modulations with well-defined values.  The conductance essentially switches between a few 
(mostly two) constant current values as further proven with the corresponding time-averaged 
histograms. The shape and time duration of the detected signals do not correspond to the 
expected signals induced by single spike or local field potential, but are rather well 
characteristics of the detection of inward and backward ion currents through membrane channels 
that rapidly switch between two conducting (open/close) states and remain opened or closed 
during 1 to several milliseconds. 
The telegraphic signal induced by neurons is much larger (3 order of magnitude) than the 
intrinsic electronics noise of the transistor, being around 10-16 A²/Hz (figure 3d) instead of 10-19 
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A²/Hz without neurons, as previously reported.10 The Lorentzian bulge superimposed on a 1/f² 
spectrum in the low frequency regime is characteristic of the noise fluctuations of the ionic 
current in membrane channels with a mean firing frequency around 30 Hz for neurons.26  
The signal is completely suppressed if we prevent mechanical motion of the cells by fixing 
them in 4% paraformaldehyde (figure S1), and also if cell can move but only the ion channel 
activity is blocked. This clearly demonstrates the strong link with the electrical activity of 
neurons and excludes an effect of friction or mechanical fluctuation induced by the cells or by 
the surrounding liquid.  
As shown in figure 4, the addition of a prominent sodium channel-blocker (tetrodotoxin, TTX 
0.5 µM) to the extracellular medium completely suppresses the signal, thus revealing its 
unambiguous dependence upon the ion channels activity. Moreover, the incubation with 
bicuculline (BIC, 20 µM, 15 min 37°C) – a GABAA receptor antagonist that activates electrical 
activity – increases the occurrence of the conductance modulations with a switching time varying 
from few to several hundred milliseconds. Replacing the BIC supplemented medium by fresh 
culture medium decreases the switching rate, while the subsequent addition of BIC (during the 
recording at room temperature) partly reestablishes the conductance steps during the time of 
recording. The reduced activity after the second injection of BIC could be explained by the 
several medium changes and the lack of the incubation at 37°C, in comparison to the first 
experiment. Nonetheless, it leads to the emergence of a second excited state (inset of the green 
trace). The scheme (figure 4b) illustrates the main neurons ion channels and the effect of adding 
BIC and TTX on their opening and closing dynamics. 
The dependence upon the potential gating is illustrated with the figure 5. The polarity of the 
current modulations inverses from positive to negative conductance peaks once the G-FET is 
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tuned from hole to electron conduction regime, which is in agreement with the expected sign 
inversion due to the change of the polarity of the charge carriers in the transistor channel. The 
amplitude of the signal (few µS) remains roughly constant on a wide range of gate potential from 
VLG = 0V to 0.8V (figure 5b and figure S2), being the highest at the maximum transconductance 
values and minimum around the Dirac point as expected for a field effect detection (figure 5c). 
Also, the relative conductance modulation ∆G/G increases when reducing the device size (figure 
6a), as the transconductance becomes higher for smaller G-FETs (figure 2b).  
While these features are typical of the field effect detection of individual ion channels, the 
amplitude of the signals is slightly higher than expected, around 10 to 100 nA in term of drain-
source current for larger and smaller devices respectively. Also, another unexpected and clear 
dependence is observed when reducing the device size. While the sensitivity increases by 
shortening the transistor channel, the detection efficiency decreases and reaches a threshold for 
the devices smaller than W×L = 40×50 µm² (figure 6b). The two-state signals induced by neuron 
ion channels were never observed on the shortest G-FETs with channel dimensions of W×L = 
20×10 µm², independently of the neuron density. Importantly, increasing the seeding densities to 
values as large as 1.5·105 cells/cm² on more than the 40 samples, did not lead to any appearance 
of the step-like signals routinely seen for larger FET areas. The absence of signal on those 
smallest devices does not result from a depression of their performance, since indeed they show a 
higher transconductance. 
 
DISCUSSIONS. 
A distinctive feature of CVD grown graphene is the presence of highly reactive grain 
boundaries, which generate a patchwork across the total width of the G-FET channels for CVD 
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graphene27,28 and provide highly sensitive nanoscale sensing sites.29 While many efforts were 
primarily devoted to production of large-scale defect free graphene to reach higher mobility, 
grain boundaries have appeared as highly sensitive 1D-line defects for analytic applications,30 
allowing for example the detection of individual gasses or adsorbed molecules.31,32 In particular, 
Yasaei et al31 have shown that the sensitivity of a polycrystalline graphene ribbon is 4 times 
higher than for a pristine (single crystalline) ribbon, and it reaches its maximum value when one 
single grain boundary crosses the entire width of the G-FET channel. The amplitude of the 
modulation and its dependence upon the number of grain boundaries, convincingly match our 
observations (figures 6a and 6b). The modulation of the conductance ∆G/G strongly increases 
when reducing the device size, reaches its maximum value when a single grain boundary crosses 
the transistor width, and then falls sharply when the G-FET channel becomes shorter than the 
grain size. Since the average grain size is about 30µm within our graphene, no grain boundary is 
expected to cross the 10-µm-long graphene FET channels. The consequence could be the strong 
suppression of the conductance modulation.  
The size of a single grain was estimated by stopping the CVD growth shortly before the 
complete coalescence of single grains. This method gives an accurate and large scale evaluation 
of the nucleation density and size of the mono-crystalline grain being around 30 µm (figures 6c-
d). Because we are using a pulsed growth process, the grains have irregular shape, but their 
nature remains that of a single crystal. This can be also confirmed by increasing the time of the 
growth, because multilayer patches mark the nucleation center of the each single grain.  
We estimate the contribution of the GBs to the global conductivity by rescaling the G-FET 
conductance with the device size. For a sample A without GB (20×10 µm), the conductance 
scales as GA =σ WA/LA, where σ ≡ GA LA/WA is the single-grain conductivity of the pristine 
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graphene (without GB) and we neglected the contact resistance. For a sample B with possibly 
one enclosed GB (40×50µm), the contribution of the single grains to the global conductivity is 
GSG =σ WB/LB = GA LA/WA WB/LB, in this case GSG =2/5 GA. After aligning all Dirac points of the 
different curves at the same energy, we select three different VG values and calculate GSG. 
GSG1=0.3mS × 2/5 = 0.12 mS, GSG2 = 0.32 mS and GSG3 = 0.40 mS (figure 6e). The discrepancy 
with the experimental value (0.09 , 0.25, 0.39 mS), determines the contribution of a single grain 
boundary, being the highest (25%) at lowest energy. Such contribution is relatively small 
compared to that of the other sources of disorder, as also observed by Huang et al.28 
Impact of grain boundaries. To strengthen the hypothesis of the large contribution of grain 
boundaries on the field effect and its impact on the detection of single ion channels in liquid, we 
performed a theoretical analysis based on the following experimental facts: (i) based on its time 
scale and its suppression in the presence of a chemical inhibitor, the signal is generated by the 
neuron activity; (ii) the signal is visible only in samples where grain boundaries are present; 
(iii) the signal roughly varies between two states, with a conductance decrease on the hole-side 
of the spectrum when the ion channels open, and opposite behavior on the electron side; (iv) the 
signal is generally stronger on the hole-side of the spectrum and can be absent or degraded 
depending on specific samples. 
A possible explanation for the observed behavior is that the grain boundary acts as a potential 
barrier whose height is modulated and inversed by the ion charges ejected from the cell channels 
(figure 6f). This requires the potential barrier to be high and large enough to significantly affect 
the global electron transport, and that the ions to rapidly diffuse along the grain boundary, to 
allow that the resistance variation follows the time scale of the neuronal activity. This 
assumption is supported by a recent simulation  study,33 based on density functional theory, 
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which has demonstrated that the diffusivity of Na+ ions along grain boundaries is about one order 
of magnitude larger than inside a graphene crystal. We thus hypothesize that grain boundaries 
effectively behave as ion traps for motion of the ions, which are successively reabsorbed by the 
cell once the active pumps start working. 
The high reactivity of the grain boundaries and the environment of the liquid gate might also 
enhance the charge accumulation and the resulting potential barrier in the absence of the 
neurons. Radchenko et al.34 have modelled grain boundaries as unidimensional charge lines in 
the graphene plane, and estimated the potential barrier within the self-consistent Thomas-Fermi 
approximation. Inspired by this work, we propose here a simple theoretical model and numerical 
simulations to support our experimental data and our interpretation. We consider a large 
graphene ribbon over a SiO2 substrate and covered by water (corresponding to the liquid gate, 
which would require a much sophisticated model to be accurately described35), see the inset of 
figure 6g. A metallic back-gate tunes the charge density in the graphene layer. In the experiment, 
the gating is performed through the ion liquid, but again this is not essential for our purposes and 
it would introduce a further complication. The grain boundary is described by a linear charge 
distribution with density λ. When the ion channels are closed, we assume a negative density λc=-
e/nm. The exact value of λc is not critical for a qualitative discussion. When the ion channel 
opens and the Na+ ions are trapped along the grain boundary, we assume an opposite positive 
charge density λo =e/nm. We place the charge 0.5 nm above graphene and consider a lateral 
extension of 2 nm and a height of 0.1 nm. The choice of these parameters is rather arbitrary, and 
is intended to mimic the effect of charged molecules and ions grafted along the grain boundary, 
which are expected to be just above graphene and distributed over a certain width. The system is 
considered as periodic along the GB direction. The electrostatic potential is calculated by self-
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consistently coupling the 2D Poisson equation and the charge density as obtained from the 
Thomas-Fermi approximation. We assume a linear density of states for graphene, which is a 
reasonable approximation around the charge neutrality point. As for the Poisson equation, we 
consider Dirichlet boundary conditions on the gate and Neumann boundary conditions on the 
other edges of the simulation box. We proceed by first considering the pristine case (λ=0) and 
calculate the electrostatic potential, the charge density and chemical potential (with respect to the 
charge neutrality point) as a function of the gate potential. Then, we repeat the calculation in 
presence of the linear charge distribution. The difference between the electrostatic potential 
obtained in the two cases allows us to extract the potential barrier seen by electrons as a function 
of the chemical potential. 
Figure 6g shows the potential profile calculated for some representative chemical potentials at 
T=300 K and for the positive linear charge density λo=e/nm. The results are analogous but 
reversed in sign for the negative linear charge density λc=-e/nm. We note that the screening is 
much less effective when the chemical potential is close to the charge neutrality point, because of 
lower charge density. Another interesting point is that due to the high permittivity of the water, 
the potential barrier is weaker but more spatially extended than if the line charge were buried in 
the oxide. 
By using the obtained potential profiles, we calculate the differential conductance for a 
W=25 nm wide graphene ribbon with a grain boundary across its width, see the inset of figure 
6h. The simulations are based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function approach36 and consider a 
minimal first-nearest-neighbor tight-binding model to describe graphene.37 As shown in figure 
6h, when the ionic channels are closed, the positive potential barrier strongly suppresses the 
conductance for electrons close to the charge neutrality point, due to the formation of an n-p-n 
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junction. At larger chemical potentials, the differential conductance is decreased compared to the 
pristine case, with a general shift induced by the lower density of states in the grain boundary 
region. For holes, the conductance is not significantly affected, because the potential in the grain 
boundary region induces a higher density of states than in the rest of the system. When the Na+ 
ions are trapped along the grain boundary, the situation is reversed, with a lower conductance on 
the hole side. As a consequence, the opening of the ion channels has the effect to increase the 
conductance for holes and decrease the conductance for electrons, as observed experimentally 
and indicated by the arrows. We note that different values of λc and λo do not affect our 
qualitative picture. For example, a smaller charge density λc would just entail a weaker signal on 
the electron side, as indeed experimentally observed. Even in the case λc=0, the conductance 
decrease induced on both sides of the spectrum by the line defects along the grain boundary can 
be modulated by the Na+ induced barrier (see Suppl. Materials and methods). The essential 
mechanism at the base of our interpretation is the enhanced diffusivity of the ions along the grain 
boundary. 
A remarkable experimental aspect is the roughly constant amplitude, at given gate potential, of 
the signal modulation. This indicates that the charge along the grain boundary basically has two 
given values depending on the state of the ion channel, and then that the Na+ ions saturate the 
traps. This is reasonable if we consider that the total number of ejected ions per channel is in the 
order of 5x105, and that the length of the grain boundaries is limited by the sample width to few 
tens of µm. 
We finally note that simulated conductance variations are larger than those experimentally 
observed. However, the adopted model does not consider the presence of (the rather strong) bulk 
disorder, which acts an additional resistance within the monocrystalline grains. 
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Other explanations of the observed conductance modulation are possible, which, however, we 
can easily exclude. For example, the observation of step-like conductance modulations in FETs 
has also been related to the electronic noise intrinsic to the G-FET. Finite number of impurities 
in close vicinity of the conductive channel,38 at the interface with the substrate or the top gate, 
can trap the charge carriers thus resulting in conductance fluctuations. Upon increasing the 
number of impurities, random telegraph signals superimpose into a single 1/f noise spectrum, as 
observed without neurons. If only one prevalent impurity were present close to the FET channel, 
the conductance would fluctuate between two discrete values corresponding to individual 
trapping/detrapping events. This is usually observed in nanoscale 1d or 2d devices, such as 
silicon nanowires,39,40 carbon nanotubes41 and graphene42 at low temperature where the thermal 
fluctuations are almost suppressed and the current is carried by a small number of charge carriers 
concentrated in a small region. However, this cannot explain our signals induced by neurons, 
which rather exhibit a high conductance modulation on large graphene transistors (W×L = 
1000×250 µm²; 40×250 µm²; and 40×50 µm²), while no modulation was observed for the 
smallest one (20×10 µm²). 
Other defects could contribute for the interaction with the neurons. Gating of edge states have 
been shown to play a critical role for the charge carriers transport in graphene nanoribbons, 
resulting from rough edges, imperfections of the graphene layer or the broken symmetry of the 
hexagonal lattice and change in bonding. Regarding the unperfected lithographical, etching and 
transfer techniques, edge states may exist in our G-FETs. However this scenario cannot explain 
our results, such as the detection threshold observed for smaller G-FETs, and the highest 
detection probability obtained with larger devices with no edge (figure 6b),  
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to track ion trapping, neither to localize nor characterize the 
transmission of individual grain boundaries gated by neurons. Similar experiments with model 
systems could provide new insights into this non-conventional (heterogeneous) field effect 
detection with grain boundary, by comparing the responses of single- and poly-crystalline G-
FETs for instance. Also, because graphene is optically transparent it would be possible to 
combine G-FETs monitoring with optical stimulations by using optogenetics, and investigate 
further the dynamics of specific ion channels. 
  
CONCLUSION. We have shown that graphene field effect transistors enable the detection of 
ion channel activity within hippocampal neuron networks cultured in-situ during 3 weeks on the 
biosensor array. The detection of ion currents is stable in time and sensitive to neurotoxin 
affecting the activity of the membrane channels. G-FETs turn out to be innovative and promising 
platforms for monitoring fundamental electrophysiological processes in living cells at the 
ultimate resolution of single ion channel sensing. The high carrier mobility within graphene 
enhances the device response, while the device can be reduced to localize the detection within 
the neurons network, thus confirming the advantage of G-FETs in comparison to previous large 
electrodes. Also, our observations suggest that grain boundaries could significantly contribute to 
the detection, both by acting on the electron transmission and enhancing the ion trapping and 
diffusion onto the transistor channel. This ultimate resolution is of primary interest when 
interfacing neurons, because all processes, in healthy or diseased networks, rely on the activity of 
ion channels. Being highly neuron-compatible and transferable on a wide range of supports, 
graphene-based bioelectronics offers promising perspective for monitoring the dynamics of 
neuron-based circuits in pharmacology, medicine and fundamental neurosciences. 
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Supplementary materials and methods.  
CVD graphene growth and transfer onto arbitrary substrates. High-quality monolayer 
graphene was grown on copper foil (25µm thick, 99.8% purity, Alfa-Aesar) using pulsed 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) as reported earlier. 24 Pulses of CH4 (2 sccm 10s, then 60s off) 
are injected into the growth chamber with hydrogen atmosphere. Continuous CH4 flow usually 
results in an increasing amount of carbon atoms dissolved in Cu foil defects. The following 
segregation of carbon atoms to the surface of the Cu foil leads to an uncontrolled formation of 
graphene multilayers. In contrast, using pulsed CH4 flow the copper foil is periodically exposed 
to pure hydrogen, which binds the segregated/dissolved carbon atoms and carries them out from 
the growth chamber, preventing the development of multilayer patches. Before the growth, Cu 
foil is cleaned in acetone and annealed in diluted H2 atmosphere (dilution in Ar at 10%) at 
1000°C for 2h. Pieces of Cu foil of about 4×4 mm² with graphene layer grown on top are 
covered with PMMA on the graphene side and then wet etched in ammonium persulfate solution 
(0.1 g/ml, 2h at room temperature). After complete etching of Cu, graphene-PMMA stack is 
rinsed in 6 subsequent deionized (DI) water baths to remove the residual etchant. Then the 
graphene-PMMA film floating on the DI water surface is scooped from below onto a clean 
substrate and dried at room temperature. Finally PMMA is removed in an overnight acetone bath 
followed by a 3 h long thermal annealing at 300°C in vacuum.  
Mobility extraction for electrical measurement. To extract the mobility different scattering 
mechanisms, such as elastic scattering including charge impurities, neutral defects and charge 
transfer from doping, substrate or surface roughness, as well as inelastic scattering on graphene 
or substrate phonons, should be taken into account.43 However, the fitting technique44 we used 
gives a good approximation. One can extract the mobility in the diffusion region using the 
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conductivity G and the charge carrier concentration,   1      ⁄ ⁄  μ ⁄  
and      !"#	
  	$, with  !"#  %"&. % (. ⁄ ~7.56. 10./01. 	1. for 
285nm SiO2. From this, the graphene resistance R is   2 3⁄456!789!:;<=>?1>@$8  A  where W/L 
is the width divided by length (aspect ratio) of the device, Rc is the contact resistance, and n0 the 
residual carrier concentration. Using this formula we can fit the mobility µ, Rc and n0 by 
measuring the resistance-gate curve as shown in Figure 1f. 
Cell culture and immunofluorescence imaging. Primary hippocampal neurons were 
dissociated from E16.5 mouse embryos and seeded with a density of 0.5·105 cells/cm² onto 
sterilized poly-L-lysine coated chip surface following previously reported culturing protocol.12 A 
PDMS chamber (200-300µl) is fixed on the chip for containing the cells and mediums, while 
keeping dried the deported contacts. The seeded neurons were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in 
the attachment medium (MEM supplemented with fetal bovine serum) and replaced 3 to 4 hours 
later by glial conditioned Neurobasal medium supplemented with AraC (1 µM) to stop 
proliferation of glial cells. Medium was changed once a week. Presence of cells above the device 
is checked before the measurement with a reflection microscope (Olympus BX51) for silica 
substrate. On the sapphire substrate, the neurons growth is observed all along the culture with 
conventional transmission microscope providing better resolution of the neurites position above 
the device. After recordings, immunofluorescence staining was performed to locate the cells 
above the devices and characterize their maturation stage. Neurons were fixed in 4 % 
paraformaldehyde (10 min) and immunostained with Phalloidin, DAPI and anti-synapsin 
primary antibody to visualize the actin filaments, nucleus and pre-synaptic vesicles respectively. 
Patch clamp and calcium signaling in cultured hippocampal neurons. After 21 days of 
culture, 2-5 µl of Fluo-4 AM was added to the cell culture medium depending on the neuron 
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density and incubated for 15 - 60 mins. Then the cell culture medium was changed to remove the 
excess Fluo-4 AM molecules, and after a short incubation, the neurons were excited by λexc = 
488 nm laser light, and the emission at the wavelength λem = 515 ± 15 nm was detected. The data 
were acquired at 4.76Hz using a confocal microscope and commercial software EZ2000 (Nikon).  
Simulation approach. The simulation of electron transport in a ribbon with a charged grain 
boundary consists of two phases: first we determine the electrostatic potential and then we 
proceed with the quantum transport simulation itself.   
For the self-consistently determination of the electrostatic potential, we consider the 
configuration illustrated in the inset of figure 6(g), where the system is periodic along the y-axis 
and the graphene layer is considered as an xz-surface at positon B  B
. We solve the 2D Poisson 
equation for the electrostatics 
CDEFB G CDEHI, B   KI, B , 
where CDE is the gradient in the xz-plane, FB is the dielectric permittivity, ϕ(x,z) is the 
electrostatic potential and ω(x,z) is the charge density, which includes the charge along the grain 
boundaries and in graphene. We consider Dirichlet boundary conditions on the bottom gate at 
position z=zG, with ϕ w zG=VG , and Neumann boundary conditions on the other surfaces of the 
simulation domain, that meaning zero z-component of the electric field on the top xy-surface and  
zero x-component of the electric field on the side yz-surfaces. The Poisson equation is 
self-consistently coupled through the potential ϕ to the Thomas-Fermi approximation for the 
surface charge density η in 2D graphene 
LM, N, I   O PQRQ, M  eφI, B
, U(QV   O PQ1  RQ, M  φI, B
, τ$(Q1V , 
where µ is the chemical potential, τ is the temperature, f is the Fermi-Dirac occupation function, 
and we considered the linear approximation for the density of states in graphene  
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PQ  2|Q|/[\]^, with vF is the Fermi velocity at the Dirac points. The two terms on the 
right side of the equation correspond to the electron and hole contributions, respectively. 
The simulation strategy consists in first calculating the electric potential for the system without 
charge along the grain boundary. If we fix µ=0, the potential energy for electrons on graphene 
 _I  φI, B
, which indeed is independent of x, i.e. φI, B
  φ, and corresponds to 
the position of the charge neutrality point with respect to the chemical potential. Therefore, if we 
consider the energy reference at the charge neutrality point of pristine graphene (E=0), then the 
effective chemical potential becomes µa  _  φ, which is directly related to the charge 
density in the system, i.e. the charge vanishes for µa  0.  Then, we repeat the calculation in the 
presence of the charge along the grain boundary and obtain the spatially varying potential ϕ(x,zG) 
on graphene. From these results, we extract the energy potential barrier seen by electrons in 
graphene, which is given by bI   φI, B
  φ$. Some typical profiles are shown in 
figure 6(g) and discussed in the main text. 
The second phase of the numerical simulation consists in describing the graphene ribbon by a 
single orbital spin-degenerate tight-binding Hamiltonian of the type 
c  ∑ bI"  |e" fg e"|   ∑ h |e" fg ei| j"ik"  , 
where |e" f is the ket representing the orbital pz on the carbon atom with index i and the 
coupling t=-2.7 eV is limited to couples of first-neighbor atoms with indices <ij> . The on-site 
energy U(xi) corresponds to the previously calculated energy potential barrier in correspondence 
of the position of the atom i. Finally, the Hamiltonian is passed to a home-grown code for the 
simulation of quantum transport, which is based on the nonequilibrium Green’s function 
technique. This approach considers the system of interest within two semi-infinite periodic leads, 
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which play the role of source and drain contacts. For small source-drain bias, the transmission 
coefficient T as a function of the electron energy E is given by 
NQ  Tr  ΓQ nQ ΓQ oQ$ , 
where ΓQ and ΓQ are the matrices of the rate operators for the source and drain contacts, 
respectively,  nQ  and  oQ are the retarded and advance Green’s function, respectively, 
and Tr is the trace operator. For further details, we refer the reader to ref. [36]. The differential 
conductance at finite temperature τ and at chemical potential µ is finally obtained as 
M, U  48q  .rstu O (Q   
vw
xyz{8w1|/stu$  , 
where 2e2/h is the conductance quantum, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and cosh is the 
hyperbolic cosine. 
  Simulation of transport across grain boundaries with different geometries. In the literature, 
grain boundaries are often modeled by taking into account their specific geometry with the first-
nearest neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian description and disregarding the presence of a 
potential barrier. While this is not fully justified in our case due to the high GB reactivity 
associated with the ion liquid graphene is immersed in, we explore anyway this possibility, 
which could operate jointly with the mechanism illustrated in the main text. 
We considered six different grain boundary geometries, see figure S3(a), and calculate the 
transmission coefficient as a function of the energy for a 100 nm wide graphene ribbon where 
GBs are transversally placed, see figure S3(b). Note that, depending on the GB geometry, the 
lattice orientation can be different on the two sides of the ribbon. Our tight-binding Hamiltonian, 
see the previous section, does not take into account the variation of the interatomic distance with 
respect to the pristine case. This approximation does not affect our conclusions. The transmission 
coefficient is rather strongly affected by the grain boundaries and significantly varies for 
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different GB geometries. In most of the cases, we observe a strong decrease of the transmission 
coefficient around the charge neutrality point and a marked electron-hole asymmetry, which is 
imputable to presence of odd-numbered carbon rings along the GB. 
Since the GBs in the experimental samples are much longer that 100 nm, we can expect that 
different line defect geometries occur appear along their length. In order to qualitatively account 
for that, figure S3(c) shows the average transmission coefficient over the six different 
configurations. The result is more regular with a less pronounced electron-hole asymmetry. To 
test the effect of a local potential variation and mimic the effect of trapped ions, we added a 
potential barrier U=-50 meV and U=100 meV along the GB. The results show a non-negligible 
variation of the transmission coefficient away from the charge neutrality point. The variation is 
opposite for electrons and holes, and for different sign of the potential barrier. At negative 
energies close to the charge neutrality point, the transmission coefficient does not significantly 
vary.  
While these results are quite sensitive to the specific GB geometry, they are compatible with the 
experimental results and their contribution cannot be excluded. Our conclusions are not affected, 
since, as indicated in the main text, the essential ingredient turns out to be again the chemical 
reactivity of the GB and the resulting potential barrier, which modifies the conductance by acting 
as a local gate. 
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FIGURES 
FIGURE 1. G-FETs fabrication and characterizations. Schematics (a) and optical 
micrographes (b) illustrating the GFETs with channel width and length varying from 1000×250 
µm² to 10×20 µm², from left to right. The contact lines are colored in red, and the graphene 
active area in grey. (c) Atomic force micrograph of the transistor channel. (d) Raman spectrum 
of the graphene channel with characteristic peaks (λexc=532nm). (e) Determination of the square 
resistance of graphene using 40 µm wide graphene stripes with varying length L. (f) Field effect 
curve measured on a 40×60 µm² G-FET in ambient environment. The conductance is modulated 
by a p-doped Si back-gate with 285 nm thick SiO2 gate oxide. Data (dots) are plotted as 
resistance versus back-gate voltage and fitted to extract the carrier mobility. 
FIGURE 2. Interfacing matured neuron with G-FET. (a) Equivalent electrical circuit of 
neuron gated G-FET. The transistor is voltage-biased VSD while the drain-source current ISD is 
recorded. The conductance is then expressed within all the figures. The liquid gate potential VLG 
is set using a reference electrode RE. CEDL is the capacitance of the EDL formed at the 
graphene/liquid interface and Rcleft is the seal resistance between the cleft and the bath. (b) The 
left panel shows the transfer curves for G-FETs with different width-to-length ratios of the 
transistor channel: W×L=20×10 µm² (green line), 40×50 µm² (red line), 40×250 µm² (blue line) 
and 40×750 µm² (black line). The Dirac point being around VD = 0.45 V. The right panel shows 
the non-linear dependence of the normalized transconductance of G-FETs with the number of 
squares (L/W ratio). (c) Representative scanning electron micrograph of 21 days old hippocampal 
neurons interfaced with the G-FETs. The 250 µm-long graphene strip appears darker between 
the two bright metallic electrodes. Representative optical images of the neurons stained with 
phalloidin (d) and synapsin (e). Scale bars are 50 µm. (f) Patch clamp recording on neuron soma 
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(21DIV) with a closed view of inward Na+ current peak. (g) Optical micrograph (left) of 21 DIV 
neuron loaded with calcium sensitive fluorescent molecules (Fluo-4). The arrow represents the 
neurite along which the intensity change of the calcium signal was measured (from red to pink 
traces respectively). Right. Recording of calcium signals - expressed in term of relative change 
of fluorescence intensity ∆F/F - along the path indicated by the arrow on the left optical 
micrograph. The detected peaks correspond to an increase in the intracellular Ca2+ ion 
concentration. 
FIGURE 3. In-situ neurons recording with the several G-FET arrays. Typical time-traces 
and histograms of the G-FETs conductance interfaced with electrically matured neurons 
(19DIV). (a) W×L= 1000×250 µm², VSD = 50 mV, VLG = 0.2 V; (b) W×L = 40×250 µm², VSD = 
30 mV, VLG = 0.15 V, and (c) W×L = 40×50 µm², VSD = 30 mV, VLG = 0 V (Devices layout 
detailed in figure 1a). Optical and immuno-fluorescence micrographs show the presence of 
healthy neurons above the sensors for the samples. Neurons are stained with synapsin 
(grey/green) and Dapi (blue/red). d) Current noise power spectral density of the telegraphic 
signal induced by neurons, with 1/f² and 1/f noise dependence (red/green line) for comparison. 
The arrow indicates the specific Lorentzian kink. Data are taken from the conductance trace 
shown in (c). 
FIGURE 4. Dependence upon drugs. Subsequent conductivity time traces and corresponding 
histograms recorded on the same G-FET (1000×250 µm²) interfaced with neurons. VSD = 50 mV, 
VLG = 0 V. The culture medium was first incubated with bicuculline (BIC, black trace), then 
replaced by fresh medium (washed, blue trace), once again supplemented with bicuculline (BIC, 
green trace) and finally tetrodotoxin (TTX, red trace) was added to the medium. The arrows 
indicate the emerging of stable two-state conductance behavior once BIC is added. The bottom 
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insets show the zoomed view at the position of the second peak of the current histogram, which 
corresponds to the opened state. b) Schematic diagram illustrating the expected impact of BIC 
and TTX on the activity of ion channels. From left to right : sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) 
leak and voltage-gated channels, ligand-gated chloride Cl- channels, small conductance calcium 
activated potassium channels (SK) and the ion pump.  
FIGURE 5. Dependence upon the potential gating. a) Optical micrograph of neurons (21DIV) 
on the 40x250µm G-FETs. Metallic electrodes appear yellow, phalloïdin and synapsin staining 
appear red and green respectively. Scale bar is 40 µm. b) Conductance time trace recorded for 
several gate offsets (VLG = 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 V) and (c) extended peaks for the selected gate 
offsets showing the polarity change while the device is tuned from the hole (VLG < 0.4V) to the 
electron conduction (VLG > 0.4V) regime. (d) Conductance change for the several gate offsets 
(counted peaks N = 32, 96, 39, 46 respectively). The peak was selected in means of signal 
duration (equal or above 1 ms).  
FIGURE 6. Scaling effect on the G-FET response. (a) Relative change of conductance ∆G/G 
and (b) detection efficiency of the telegraphic signal induced by neurons as function of the area 
of the graphene transistor channel. The observation probability was obtained using several 
independent cultures and G-FET arrays with identical culturing and sample fabrication protocols. 
For W×L = 1000×250 µm² - 5 devices out of 15 tested exhibited RTS when interfaced to 
neurons, for W×L = 250×40 µm² – 2 out of 28 tested devices, for W×L = 50×40 µm² - 2 out of 
40 tested devices, and for W×L = 20×10 µm² – 0 out of 40 tested devices. Representative 
scanning electron (c) and optical (d) micrographs showing the expected GB network (brightness 
area). The CVD growth (on Cu foil) was stopped shortly before the complete coalescence of 
single graphene grains (darkest area). Scale bars 15µm. e) Contribution of one grain boundary to 
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the global conductance estimated from the conductance of a G-FET without GB (black line) and 
with one single GB (red line). Data are taken from figure 2b. f) Illustration of randomly opening 
and closing ion channel above a graphene grain boundary crossing the transistor channel. 
Bottom, schematic representation of a p-n-p junction formed across the graphene grain boundary. 
Ionic currents flowing through the ion channel tune the Fermi level of the grain boundary, 
resulting in varying transmission properties. (g) Simulated potential barrier in the presence of a 
line charge with positive density λ=e/nm at T=300K and for different chemical potentials. Inset: 
system configuration for the determination of the potential barrier. (h) Simulated differential 
conductance G and differential conductance per unit of width G/W for a W=25 nm wide ribbon 
for λ=±e/nm and λ=0, at T=300K. The arrows indicate the conductance change when the ion 
channels open. Inset: sketch of the simulated ribbon. 
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 Supporting Information
Sensing ion channel in neurons networks with 
graphene transistors
Figure S1. Suppression of RTS by adding tetrodotoxin (TTX) to the extracellular medium. 
Current traces (left) and corresponding histograms (right) obtained using a 40
interfaced to cultured neurons (DIV19). The current traces are subsequently recorded at a 
constant bias voltage VSD = 50 mV and liquid gate potential 
conductance fluctuations are observed when the cell culture medium is su
bicuculline (BIC, top panel, green trace). The addition of tetrodotoxin (TTX, middle panel, red 
trace) completely suppresses the signals induced by neurons. Also 
used to fix the neurons after the recordings, suppresses the signals (PFA, bottom panel, black 
trace). 
 
 
 
 
 
×
VLG = 0.15 V. Clear two
pplemented with 
paraformaldehyde, which is 
40 
250 µm² G-FET 
-state 
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 Figure S2. Conductance time traces and corresponding histograms recorded in the hole (a) and 
electron (b) operation regime of the
is exemplarily demonstrated for the hole and electron operation regimes at V
0.85V respectively. VSD = 30 mV during the drain
effect measured with neurons at DIV19, 
charge neutrality point remains t
~ 0.4 V (VSD = 30 mV). 
 
FIGURE S3. Numerical simulations.
Transmission coefficient for a 100 nm wide graphene ribbons with pristine geometry or in the 
 G-FET (40×50 µm²). A zoomed view of the recorded traces 
-source current recording.
just before the recordings shown in 
he same than prior the cell culture (figure 2b), 
 (a) Geometries of the considered grain boundaries. (b) 
41 
 
LG = 0.15V and 
 (c) Liquid gate 
(a) and (b). The 
being around VD 
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presence of the different grain boundaries across its transverse section. (c) Transmission 
coefficient averaged over the different GB geometries in the absence and in the presence of 
potential barriers with height U over a 10 nm wide stripe along the GB. 
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